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Not long ago the term “vortices” signified that we had zeach~c
the limit.of our knowledge with reference to the phenomena of
mvi~g fluids. “vorticeswere formed” was the expression and there-
by the description of the proceks was simplified. Since Karman
discovered behind obst~cting bodies the system of vortices naned
for him and especially since well defined vortices have become
the basis for accurate qu~titative calculations, the conception
of vortices has become a practical matter, although for many it
is still a sort of magic word, incapable of actual demonstration.
Aside from the difficulty of presentation inherent in all motions
of fluids, this widespread confusion concerning vortices is p~-t-
~y due to the fact that the word vortex iS not always used with
the same meaning, so that misunderstandings easily arise. In
this treatise, the conceptions concerning vortices will be illus-
trated by the simplest possible examples. Mathematical formulas
‘and similar means of presentation, which, for the most part, do
not help the understanding of persons not versed therein, have
been avoided as much as possible. We have, instead, endeavored to
.
deuonstre,tethe phenoaena by means of =iucle ~eometrical and me-
* prom
~’ZeitscLriftffirFlugtechnik md MotouluftSchiffahrt,” July
15, 2521.
chanical illustrations.
ly consi~er currents in
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For the sake of clearness, we will chief--
only one :lane, which can be represented
retitly by diagrams. In all planes parailel to the diagram the
Fame process takes place, A speoial section will oall attentiqn
krisfly to some peculiarities of the phenomena in the ease of.
flow in three dimensions.
We will first consider a fer tvpical flows smd obtain from
.-
them the conception of =oiation. In the simp”lestform if floti,
the fluid particles all nove aiong parallel lines, as sho~ in
,.
Fig. 1, the len@h of the a~ro~s being proportional to the VSIOC-
ity. If a small rod s is laid in such a current, it will re-
tain its origi~l angle ~ith the a!rrent, ZIO matter-in what pOSi-
tion it may have bsen placoCL
AnotlzsrSifipleflOW iS one in which the fluid revolves like
a solid (Fig. 2). The velo’cityis then proportional to the dis–
taiicefrom the center. If a rod s is placed in this current,
i% ~ill alSO ~e~o~~e ab~~~tthe center, its an@ar velocity re-
mdning constant, so that, with every COmFh3~e re-~olutionabout
the’center of the f2Gw, it will also make a complete revolution
a-toutits inner extremity. Besides, in this case, the original
the same ‘forail positions.
A third tyFe of w-rent -isrepresented by Fig. 3, in which
the stream lines are straight and parallel, as in Fig. 1, but ths
velocity is prqmzticnal to the distan~e from a lir-e‘:herethe ve-
.
.
IocLty is zero. If the rod
it will not turn. Xf it is placed across the flow (s=), it
turns in %he directicm i:~dica%ed. Its an@ar velocity depends
upon its tiireczionand -Taries12etwe”snzezo in the posit:.o~-91
and a maximnn value “inthe position S2,
As the last example, we mill again consider a flow with con-
centric circles, like case 2. In this ~-.se,however, the velocity “
is inversely proportional to tke distance from the center (Fig. 4).
A rod S1 laid parallel to the current, will turn, like the bends
of a clock, once during each revolution, while a radially placed
stick (s.) Will turn in the opposite direction, on account of
the speed dist~ibution. As in the p;eceding case, the rotation
speed depends or the position of the stick. Were me to detemine
the angular velocity of the stick for different positions, we
would find their sum to be zero
angles to each ct:hsr. Likewise
the third exaqie, that the sum
ery two directions perpendicular
ue. This value is designated as
Currents 1 and 4 are accordingly
for every two positions at right
we Gould be able to determine, in
of the angular velocities for ev-
to each other has a constantval-
the “rotationf’of the liquid.
free f~o~ rotation, m~ile 3 and
4 ,zotate. The rotation in case 2 i.stwice as great as the angu-
lar velocity of tinefluid revolving like a solid body.
A still cleazer conception of this rotation oan be obtained
by imagining a square formed of four rods placed in the fluid
(Figs. 1-4) and by considering how this square would be affepted
by the motion of the fluid, Fig, 5 shous the changes whlch would
first case (uniform parallel
a lateral displacement. In
without -Janging its st.ape.
changed ir-toa rhombus. in
motion), no change OCCUXS, aside fzr:
the secoud case, the figure turns
Ia cas~s 3 and 4, the square is .
case 4> the diagonals keep tb-eirorig-
inal direction, one being lengthened whils the other is shorten- “
ed. From this exposition, it is evident t~iatno rotation takes
place. In case 3, we have “thesame defozmatior.as in case 4, but
acco-mpaniedby a rotation in which two of the sides return to
their orighal direction. We will nor consider whether and ho~
‘CjTthe application of external forces to a fluid originally at
rest, we can set the latter in ~otion, 30 that the above-described
currents will ‘Deproduced. We will, however, refrain from taking
an infinitely thin fluidj since it would require the application.
of infinitely great forces.. It will suffice, if we generate cur-
rents like the four already des~-ibed. We will thereby discover
that we must apply two essentially different methods, according
to the form of cuzrent to be generated, and we will obtain an
important method of discrimination between different kinds of
currents.
We car.Zenerate tiqefirst form (-uniformparallel flow) by
letting the fluid run out of a large tank A through a pipe (Fig.
6). For this purpose, we only need tc
the pipe is less than in the tank. At
flow, the streamlines in the pipe will
see that the pzessure in
some distance
be parallel.
from the in- ‘
The pressure
=- f5-
must then be constant throughout a
every variation in pressure in the
fluid to deviate fzom its path and
be straight. Equality of pressure
cross-section of the pipe, for
cross-sectipnwould cause the
the st~e~mlines would no longer
throughout a cross-section
determines the uniformity of the velccity, since the latter is .
genexated by the pressure difference bewween the.pipe and the ‘
large tank A. It is, of c~urse, assuiiedthat no other foQOe,
aside from Vnis pressure difference, exerts either an accelerating
or retarding influence on the fluid. In particular, we must elim-
inate the influence of f~iotion. We viilisee later that, in a
very large number of important cases, this influence is so.exceed-
ingly small that it may be disregarded.
We must proceed in an entirely different manner in generating
the second form cf flow, It cannot be produced by a difference in
pressure, since, in order to produce the greater velocity of the
outer portions, care must be taken to hav’ea lower pressure in
these portions than in the inner slower portions. Such a pres-
+
sure distribution is not Fossible, however, on account of the cen-
trifugal forces of the fluid particles. These can continue in
“
their circular paths, only when the centrifugal forces are offset
by corresponding centripetal forces. With the circrularpaths, the
outer pressure must therefore be greeter than the inner. Such a
pressure distribution is, however, just the opposite
quired for producing the desired speed distribution.
a current can nevertheless be produced by rotating a
I
of that re-
?&is kind of
liquid-filled
.-6-
cylinder about its axis. As a result of the viscosity (friction):
the fluid gradually acquires a uniform rotary motion. The vis- .
cosity does not need to be especially strong, but tke weaker it
.,
isj the longez it vill take the liquid TO ~oa.uirethe desired
motion.
Also the third form of flow cannot be generatedby a differ-
ence in pressure, but oniy by the aid of viscosity. The straight
streamlines are possible only ~~herethe Fressure is uniform
throughout the whole
tion of the current.
however, if no other
.
cross-section,perpendicular to the dizec-
Sucha pressure distribution would give,
influences were at work, a uniform velocity,
as in the first example. With the aid of viscosity, the desired
current oan be generated by bringing the fluid between two smooth
parallel walls, one of which is stationa~y, while the other is
moving parallel to itself (Fig. 7). The fluid will then.gradual-
ly acquire the desired motion.
In contrast with tinelast two examples, the fourth form of
cuz~ent (Fig. 4] car.only be produced by a difference in pressure.
AS already mentioned in the second example, there is a necessary ~
pressure increase toward the outside; due to the centrifugal
force. Xf the velocity had to depend on the pressure alone, it
would decrease with the pressure increase. As may be readily
verified by czlculati.on~the speed distribution in ouz example’
(inversely proportional to tineradius) is such that the pressure
(corresponding to the speed) exactly offsets the centrifugal
force, The actual production of this form of current maY take
l
-t’-
.La.cein some Sot-hmanner as indicated ir-Fig. ~. The fluid rras
cut of the large tank A through a pipe with a semicircular bend.
As a result of the centrifugal force, the pressur3 will be great-
er a~d the velocity correspondingly smaller toward the outer than
toward the inner side of this bend. On account of its nearness
to the straight part of the pipe,
the desired form of current. The
directly as th,e
!
bend.
From these
of viscosity or
ratio of the pipe
considerations it
there are sorcedeviations fro)ii
amount of this deviation v--ies
.
di~eter to the radius of the
is evident that, in the absence
when it is very small in comparison with the pres-
s~~e differences, only certain forms of current can be produced,
while o~her forms are mainly dependent on the effetis of viscositi~~.
This distinction is of great practical importance since the
viscosity of air and mater, wki~ are the most important fluids
from a technical standpoint, is so small that it is very often”
negligible. In all these cases, the
are very limited and possess certairl
sinplify the mimerical t~eatmen,t.
By comp~-ing the classification
possible forms of mrrent
characteristicswhich greatly
of the current fcrms accor5-
ing to tlneirorigin, with the classification made on the basis
.
of the notions of the small rod, we come to the noteworthy con-
clusion that both ex~ples of non-rotaxy notion (types 1 and 4)
are produced ‘Iypressure, while both exa~les of rotary motion aze
produced by friction. This distinction does not exist simply by
-8-
c~ance in tfi.examples chosenj but is grounded on facts ar.dis of
application.
The pe~Qiar relaticn between the zadius
at a~y point aridthe speed di6tribUtiO~ along
of ber.dot the streat
the radius, which
WE found in the fourth example to be tinenecessary consequence of
the absence of friction, exists in ever+ycwrrent generated by
pressure witlnthe elimination of friction influences. The cen-
trifugal forces are determined by the radius pf beud and the ve-
. locity. Therewith both t~e-p~esgure increase and also (on account .
of the absence of f>iction) the corresponding &ecrease in velocity
are entirely toward the outside.
Hence the important law: When a fluid current is generated
from ‘acondition of rest; it is free from rotation at all po~-nts .
%vherethe fluid particles have not been influenced by friction.
We may accordingly expect say considerable rotation in a fl-~-
id, only when tk& forces produced by friction are of the sane &n-
eral order of magnitude as those generated by pressure. This oc- ,
cucs in the practi~lly important cases~ that is, in fluids of
vecy sliS@t viscosity (air and water), ou-lywher.the velocity var-
ies greatly withia a relatively thin layer. By far the most im-
portant instance of this occurs in a flow along a stationary wall
(Fig. 9). The fluid particles in ‘Mmediate contact with the wall
have a velo~ity of zero. With increasing distance from the wall,
the velocity increases up to the value ii wcuid have without the
ih-luence of the wall. The longer the fluid runs along the wall, “
.within which the velocity “
icczeasess since there is a constantly increasing number of parti-
cles rctazdcci‘oyfriction. ~ix~linthis bcun.ary ~y.er, the~e is
& rotational motion -rhichis Etxcnge~ in proportion to %he thin-.
r.eseof the layer, due to the more zapid speed acceleration. It
is accordingly evident that rotational motion uust be e~ected in
all fluid ~articles flow..ngnear a wall, and indeed, either in a
thin layer with a strong rotational motion, or in a thicker layer
with a feeble rotational fiction. Such fluid p=ticles may even
pa6s from the wall to the interior of the fluid.,where they re-
tain their once acquired iotat~on a long time, since there is us-
ually very little fzictiou to increase or dizlinishit. (In a rel-
atively lor.gtime the slight viscosity, howerer, finall>~elini-
nates
small
flui(i
proper allo~a~ceG for these s~ll ~~L~~%ed ~egio~s.
After these general remarks on rotational and irrotational
motions and their formation in ordinary currents~ let us again
turn our attention to the fourth tyjjicalform of flow (Fig. k),
which has a cizcular but irrotational motion. If the rod, which
served us for testing the rotat~on, 5.s laid with its center ever
the center of the circle, it will then show the same rotation for
every position and the shorter the rod e~~loyed, the quicker its
rotation, since the velocity of the fluid increases up to t-heoen~
tar.
other
point
-iQ -
WMle fzeedom from rotation has been established for every
part of the current, we find a rotational motion at this one
and indeed an infinitely swift one. In investigating the
scienti.fi~ significance of this pher.omenon,we mast beaz i~ mind
that a flow of this type is only possible when the center and a
small s-=rouniiingtract is excluded, for it is impossible to gen-
erate infinitely gzeat speeds. This fourth type is nevertheless
an exceedingly importani one in connection with which it is neces- ,,
sazy to remember that this type of flow only exists beyond a cer-
tain radius, within yhich however there is another form of flow.
T?ecan imagine the following example (Fig. 10). The fluid
flows in concentric circles. Outside a certain circle, there is
an irrotational flow of type 4 (Fig. 4), while within this circle
(dotted area) there is a rotational motion of type 2 (F~g. 2)*
Such a combination is texmed a vortex. (Any flow not free from
rotational motions is often calle,da vortex. Since however it is
contrary to ordinary usage to spesJkof the third type of flow
.
(Fig. 3) as a vortex, we will apply the term only to types of
flow having a well-defined nucleu~ about which the ourrent flows.)
We will call the region of.rotational fluid the llnucleusl’and the
outer irrotational portion the ‘lfieldllof the vortex. It iS how-
ever not necessary fc$ the rotational motion in the’nucleus to be
uniform, as in the chosen example. It is only necessary to have
.
a limited region of rotational fluid pazticles am-rounded by an
irrotatigml flow, or at least by a cwrrent with less rotation.
-11-
Very different distributions of tilerotational motion in the nu-
zleus aze possible for any given vortex field. Thus, for e~~l~,
as shown in Fig. 11, the rotational fluid (dotted area) may be
ccnoentrated in a ring, outside of which there is no rotational
motion and inside of nhich “thereis no uotion at all. Since, as
alre-adystated, the rotational portion is generally very limited
in the ordinary fluids of small viscosity, the nucleus is conse-
quently very mall and the phenoaena which interest us play a faz
more important role in the vortex field. It is ~nerefore of no
consequence in most cases as to how the nucleus is constituted, ‘
provided it fits the vortex field. Since the nucleus is a matter
of indifference, we nay, for the sake,of simplicity, assume it to
have the form of a point and thus return to the fourth type of
flow (Fig. 4). ~~e~?usthowever bear in mind tkat tki~ is only in
the sense that the actual flow, outside of a certain small area, .
agrees with the ouzrent represented by Fig. 4~ while within said
area there are other pher.onena,which however do not interest us
in detail.
In
me need
tation,
ignates
of this
ordsr to descri3e the whole process irlall its details,
,
only to know, as:tiefrom the fact tlnatit ii free from ro-
the center and a single number, chioh, for instance, des-
the velocity at a unit distance from the center. Instead
last nutnbez,one 2 m times as large is usually given,
which is termed the “circulation.ll It is the product of the cir-
cumference of any selected streamline circle and the velocity on
-L2-
this circumference. This -productis the same for every circle
outside the nucleus, since the velocity decreases in the same
ratio as the circumference increases. This “circulation!’number
defines the ma~.iiude of the nucleus. if the rotation in the ru-
cleus is uniform (like a solid body, type 2), then the IJcircula-
tion” is equal to the product of the rotation times the area of
the nucleus, for, if r represents the radius of the nucleus
and u the angular
ferential velocity
is2nr, and tke
velocity (2 u the rotation), then the circu..-
of t-nenucleus is ru, the circumference
‘tcirculation[~is their product: 2
which equals the product of the area of the “nucleus
the
its
the
$otation 2 u. If ~he rotation is not uniformly
Lo TTraj
n r2 times
distributed,
mean value must be taken, which, multiplied by the area of ‘
nucleus, will then give the ‘fcirculation’~about tinenucleus.
It seems strange at first that all the numerous fluid mo–
tions cm he definitely determined from so few data (the location
,
of the center and the value of the !!circulationll).The explana–
tion lies in the assumption that the flow is free from rotatio~
with the exception of the small area of the nucleus. This assump-
tion excluciesall of the infinitely many possible varieties of
flow, excepting this one alone, for all the others are rotational.
(To be e-xact,tfi-econdition must be added that the velocity at a
great distance from the nucleus must be nearly zero. This is of. .
no consequence, however, for practical pm-poses.) ierein lies
one of the very great simplifications which becomes Fossible just
#
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es soon as it is known tinata flow is frse from rotation. As tie
have already showns this condition is often fulfilled by the pr?.n-
cipal part of the fluid.
Re have first considered only the irrotational motion of
type 4 and its relation to the nucleus. We can
consideration and render it applicable to other
flows, by ccnnbiningtwo or more types of flow.
generalize the
izrotational
By this is meant
the following: If we havs a flow with a simple vortex field and
the center Al (Fig. 12), then there is a deftni.tevelocity VI
at a definite point P. If we take another vortex field with its
center Aa$ then the velocity is Va at the point P, If we
now oombine the velocities VI and vz, just as forces are com-
bined in a Pazallelogra,mof forces, we obtain the resultant ve-
locity v. By carrying out this process for e~=erypoint of the
space= we obtain a new velocity for evezy point. By means of’
these new velocities we obtain a new fieid of flow> and we say
that it is done by combining or adding the t~70original fields.
It may be demonstrated now that the rotation, produced,by tne flow
resulting from the composition of the two flows, is equal to the
sum of the rotatioilspossessed tiythe t~?ooriginal component flows.
Accordingly, if irrotational flows are combined~ an irrotaticnml
f10%7resuits and, if a rotational field is combined with an irrota-
tional field, the rotation retains unchanged. This law nay be
readily co~rehended, if it is made clear that the velocities,
which caused the motions of our testing rod, are added by the com-
-14-
position. CcnseWLently, the ~.gular speeds and rotatiom are also
can ‘nowconstruct the various
wh~se accurate defir-itionit is
of the vortex nucleus and its
llcizculation.‘1 If, therefore, we can follow the yyod.uctionand
motion of the rotating fluid particles, so as to deteriiinetheir
diatri~tion and the ~o~.t of their r~tati~n, the ~our~e of all
the remaining irrotational flow is readily found. It is not nec-
essary for the rotating fluid Farticles to be separated into in-
dividual nuclei, In coabining, we may even have the nuclei close
to one anothez (Fig. 13) and ti-iusfinally obtain a vortex layer,
aSS for insta.nce5in the boundary layer of a flow along a s~-
.
1 tionary wall. The transverse velocities between two nuclei are
mutually reduced
there is between
close that along
more completely, the less non-rotating fluid
them and disappears altogether when they are so
the vortex layer the rotation no longer exhibits
any fluctuation (when, in particular, no irrotational parts are
shoved between the rotating portions). Then there remains only
the velocities along the vortex layer, hence a flow of the thi,r,d
&
type (Fig. 3). (It is for this reason that
O: a fluid aze often c~iled vortices.)
We hav3 seen that it is only necessary
of t?~erctatir-gparts of the liquid and ths
tion; in order to determine all the rest of
all rotational rnoticzs
.
to know the lomtion
amount of their rota-
the data. Many wonder
t
at this fact and fin~ it incomprehensible that aznythingso small
as the nucleus of a vortex CaTi exert a detsrrfiinin~influence cm
all the rest of t-he~~rzent. They rrongly zegard the nuclsus as
the techaniczl cause of the vortex fieid. In reality, the irro-
able friction, regions of rotational motion axe generated, which
may therefore be said nuch nore truthful.iythat t}.ewhole flow
gsnerates and distzihutes the vortex nuclei. In any svent, the
.
size and distltb-ztiozof tb-esenuclei is vszy closely connected
I
with the n.otior.o: the zest of the fl-~id,so that we may calculate
baokwards from the &ist2ibu%ion of the nuclei tO the correspond-
ing flm, as one can determine a cause from its effect.
on account of the saall influence exertsd.by-the visco3i.ty,
ence of several.nuclei, their relative ~osition changes, but the
fields belonqi~g to the individual nuclei remain the same, only
their form of combination varying. In the couss of a long time,
however, the viscosity takes effect aridchanges the individual
nu31ei, Yhe neighboring parts of the flu~tl~e likewise gradually
.
SS% in rotation and themselves form components of the nucleus.
Eerme the .r.uclei..graduailyspread out. The “circulation!’about
\
the nucleus is not changed thereby, beoause we HZ always mess-dzs
it at any desired distance from the nu~leua, hence at so gzeat a
distance that the influence of the viscosity is not felt. If,
however, the nuclms ealargss without increasing the “airculatic~.’
rediicedby being distributed over the larger area. In Fig. 14
the velocitj~distribution in a vortex is shown in two different
phases, the longer arxows giving the original, and the shorter
ones the subsequent velocities. In the pazt of the fluid which
is free from rotation, the velocities remain unchanged, but they
are smaller in the nucleus. The lam tha”tthe “circulation” re-
‘mainsoonstant in this extension of the nucleusj holds good only
so long as several nuclei do not ~erge into one another. F!hen
two nuclei rotating in opposite directions, merge, then their ro-
tar-yi~otionis paztially or wfi-oilyeliminated. If the circula-
tions about these nuclei were originally sqv.aland op~osite, both
eddies completely disappear after awhile. A similar ~henomenon
takes plats when the fluid is confined ky walls, the circulation
being ~educed as scon as the nuclei reach tb-estationary boundaryj
or rather the bcmndary layer, which rotates in the opposite.direc-
tion to ths r-ucleus. Such conditions are always _gre3ent. In the
vicinity of a vortex, either there are stationary walls (which
.
generally participate introducing the vortex), or else, when the
fluid is greatly extended, there are several vortices rotating ir.
opposite directions, so tlnattheir sum is zero. In an infinitely
extended fluid, the kinetic energy of a single vortex would be
infinitely large. It is therefore im~ossible to generate such a
vortex, but there must always ‘oemany rotating in.oontra~y ciirec–
tions, whose energy is finite, if the swm of their ~’circulationsf’
.
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:8 zero. Consequently, all vortices graiiuallydisappear ~rcn a
fluid which is not acted upon for a long time by outside forces.
As already mentioned.,our considerations have been confined
to horizontal currents, since they are much caster to understand
and still exhibit the essential phenomena. We must however call.
attention to a few special characteristics resulting from the
great variety of natural phenomena. Since the flow is horizontal,
.
the vortex nuclei must constitute vertidal cylinders. Either
.
they spread out to infinity in an im”initely extended fluid.,OZ,
if the fluid is confinedbetween parallel walls, they end at thess
walls. In the general case of motion in spaoe, the vortex nuclei
are fiotstraight line6, but fozm some sort of a curved tube arcund
which the main current flows. The field of such a nucleus may
likewise be definitely determined, “if the location of the nucleus
and the ‘lcirculationt’about it are known. The calculation of the
.
velocities is not quite so easy as for uniplanar flow, but is nev-
ertheless co&arative”ly simple. The same law holds good for the
velocities of a vortex nucleus, as for the magnetio field of an
.
electric conductor carrying a current. The velocity corresponds
‘
, to the intensity of the magnetic field, the-vortex nucleus to”the
conductor and the l’circulationrIto the strength of the electric
curaent, Just as the intensity of the electric current is the
,
same in every cross-section of the conductor, the “circulation’r
about a vortex nucleus cannot change throughout its extent. The
vortex nucleus cannot end therefore at any point whatsoeverin the
l-19-- “
f~~~d. it must either assume the form cf a closed ring, or spread
out %0 infinity, or end at the edges of the fluid. There is also
the possibility that a vortex nucleus =y split into several p~-ts
in which ever.tt-nesum of tlie~~circulationst’of tke individ=l
parts remains the same, just like,the current in a divided elec-
tric cir~it. Such a nucleus may be conceived as a group of ml-
clei so close together that they appear like a sir.glenucleus.
The important law of constant value of
from purely geometric relations, which
plained. lt may be demonstrated that,
at two neighboring cross-sections of a
the “cirmlation[f follows
are however not easily ex-
when the “circulations”
nucleus differ, a rotation
of the fluid, of the type 3 form, is produced “oythe resulting
difference between the velocities VI and V2. ~~s is contrary
however to the assumption that the flow outside the m~cleus is
free from rotaticn. A well-known example of a nonrectilinear nu–
cleus is a nucleus r~-ng,as illustrated by a smoke ring.
In the foregoing it has been shown how the conception of ro-
tation and vortices is formed, what use this conception is in the
consideration of fluid motion and what their Omostprominent char-
,
acteristics are. In conclusion, I wi~l.give a few examples of
the most common forms of vertices. When a current flo-ssalong a
stationary wall, there is formed in the neighborhood of this
wall a layer of rotating fl~id (Fig. 16, left). If the wall brea”=
suddenly off at an ar.gle,the rotating layer cbntinues into the
free fluid Ey reason of its momentum. It there forms the transi-
-19-
.
tion between t-nequie-iatnflthe flowing fluid
tex layers in a free fluid are not generally
T’hcwha-re a tezk-,very viscous fluia~ or at v,erylow v210citi6s).
dency to develop into waves. These waes become constantly higher
and finally as”sumespiral fGrins. Thereby the rotating liquid
piles up againsc the center of the spirals and after awhile form,
for the most part, individual nuclei at,regular intervals (Fig. 16,
.
Tight).
A sharp conler is not absolutely necessary for separating the
rotational bounti.rylayez from the stationary wall. It is only
necessary, in the current along the well, to have a sufficient
-increaseof pressuze in-the fluid. This retards the boundary
layer, reverses its slowest portions and thereby deflects the new-
ly arriving masses of rotating fluid. Generally the fozifiationof
the inditiidualvortices prcceeds sonewhat more rapidly than repre-
sented in Fig. 16, so that the intermediate steps often do not ap-
pear at all. This depends on the viscosity, the velocity and the
thickness of the boundary layer. An interesting example of this “
kind of vortex forizw.tionis the production of the ‘i?&man” voitices
.
which, under certain.conditions, are formed behind an obstructing
body. Fig. 1? represents a cylinder witinsuch vortices. Vortices
are formed alternately on either side, which, after reachirlg”acer--
tain magnitude are carried ”alongby the current’and then efiibit
the regulaz staggered arrangement shown in the figiire.
Another very important form of vortex is that produced
.
behind
airplane wings (or propeller blades). Zn order that lift may be
the donxrcardpre=sure. The air has the tenden~y to equalize this#
Pzessuze difference by flowing around the lateral edges of the
nlrg (Fig. 18 a30ve, aerofoil seen fxon behind). The boundary
layer, resu2ting from tkis iateral flowing of the air on the upper
and lower sides of the wing> remains behind in the ~ace trav-
ersed by the wing. The rotating air is mainly behind the ends
of the wing, since the l~ighestlateral velocities are there.
.
There are formed therefore two principal vortex streams stretchir.g
backward fvom the tips of the wing. The study of the current
field belonging to these vortex streams has led to very fruitful
results in the aerofoi.1thecry. In order to avoid misunderstandi-
ngs, iet it be ez@asized here that, aside from these mafi vor-
tices, vihichare due to the lift and whose axes are essentially
parallel to the direciiGn of flight, there are also the vortices “
caused by the &~ag of the wing section> which, like the Kaiian
eddies in Fig. 17, “rotatealternately right and left, lvhereby
.
tt..eiraxes are practically parallel to the trailing edge of the
wing and hence perpendicular to the flight direotion. These are
‘ generally considerably weaker than the lift eddies.
As the rotatio-aalb~unftarylayer, after its separation frcm
the wall which produced ii, separates into i-ndividualeddies, so
it can under certain conditions, while siiillclinging to the wall,
become unstable and fcrm vortices. The current thus formed is rep-
.
*
*
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resented.by Fig. 19. Whetiierthe boundary layer breaks up into
such individual vortices (becoming turbulent) or not (laminated
ltke Fig. 9), depends again on the viscosity, the veloc~ty and
.
the thickness of the boundary layer. Slight viscosity, great ve-
locity and a considerable thickness of the boundary layer are nec-
essary for the formation of the vort$cal (turbulent] boundary lay-
er. (In comparison with tiaebody of fluid on the edge of which
the boundary layer is formed, this boundary layer is nevertheless
very thin.) If these assumptions are to a great degree fulfilled,
there is then produced not a single row of vortices, as in Fig. 1S,
but an irregular confusion of currents which can be followed onl3-
with difficulty. Similar irregular vortices may occur in pla~e of
the Karwan vortices behind obstacles. To such phenomena applies
t’he.remark made at the be=tinningof this article, according to
which the term “vortex‘1is used for notion phenomena’that are not
understood. In fact, these vortex-like currents are veryccmmw
In a very large proportion of fluid motions, we have to do With
regularly formed vortices, and in these cases the term “vortex”
is not the e~ression
conception whi& very
tion of the phenomena
of cmr”ignqrance, b-d on the contrary, a
greatly facilitates our numerical investiga-
of fluid currents.
Summarv.
Starting-with a few typical illustrations, the conception c!f
rctation ii a Uniplanar fluid flow has been explained and it ha~
been shown that no rotational motion oan be produced by pressuze
.
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withoui friction. In general, it is only in proximity to station-
ary walls that there is any appreciable friction in
with the pressure, so that the vortex nuclei, which
rotating fluid portions, are mostly of very limited
comparison
consist of
extent in com-
parison with the irrotational vortex field, The m@ion in the
vortex field mm be determined from a very fe~ data concerning
the location and strength (’[circulationlr)of the vortex nucleus.
In the course of time, the vortices are dissipated by the vis-
,
Cosity. In the motions of fluids in spat@, there is an analogy
between the vortex field and the ma~etic field of an electric
conductor. The law, that the ‘fcirculationflthroughout the vortex
is constant, is explained. In conclusion, a few examples are
cited of the r.ostcomuon forms of vortices.
Translated by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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.Fi~.16. Gradual formation of vortices fror.a boundary
layer p~shed into the free fluid.
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Fig. 15, Fig.17. Kar,manvortices behind
a cylinder.
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i’ig.&~ Above:Flow around the lat- changed ~nto i~fvid~~
eral edges of an vortices.
aerofoil (seen from
behind.)
-w: Continuation of this .
y:otior.,behind t~.e
asrofoil, around the
rotary layer >roduced
on the aerofoil.
